Additional Product Instructions & Illustrations

Dritz® Sewing: 1/4” 2-part Eyelets, Eyelet Kits & Eyelet Tools
(Eyelets—item #730-33, #730-37 & #730-65) (Tools—item #730T)
(Eyelet Kits—item #730-33-T, #730-37-T, #730-65-T)

The parts:

Each kit package contains 15 eyelets, inserts & washers and 1 tool set.
Each eyelet package contains 15 eyelets, inserts and washers.
Each tool set contains 1 anvil and 1 setter
Eyelet

Insert
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Anvil
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What is a 2-part eyelet?

It is an eyelet with a separate front and back piece. The front rolls smoothly over
the back so the surface is suitable for use next to the skin. An insert sits between
the front and back, providing extra stability and support, eliminating the need to
reinforce the area with interfacing. Two-part eyelets are great for laced effects
on garments, costumes, bags, totes and craft projects; they are easy to apply, fit
tightly against the fabric, and have a professional finished appearance.

How do you attach a 2-part eyelet?

Layer the parts

1. Mark position of eyelet by
and hammer
Mark and cut
to finish.
tracing around inside opening
holes for eyelets.
of eyelet. Cut hole with small
scissors. NOTE: For fabrics
with stretch, cut hole smaller
Setter
than inside opening of eyelet.
Wrong side of fabric
2. Insert deep half of eyelet into
Washer (Back)
Insert
hole from right to wrong side of fabric.
3. Place insert over center of eyelet on wrong side of fabric.
Wrong side
Eyelet (Front)
4. Place washer (back of eyelet), dome side up, over insert.
5. With wrong side of fabric facing up, position eyelet front on
Anvil
anvil and insert setter into eyelet. Hammer gently until
front and back fit tightly together. Center of eyelet will roll over and provide
a smooth finish.
TIP: Work on a hard surface, such as cement or stone for best results.
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